Welcome to the Wall Township Environmental Advisory Committee
environmental newsletter. Your comments and suggestions are
always welcome.
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Self-Guided Nature Trail – Meet Annabelle the Dragon

http://wallnj.com/323/Environmental-Advisory-Committee

Meet “Annabelle” the Dragon
The birth of the Dragon descended on the Wall Township
Community Self-Guided Nature Trail. Robin Ruggiero is the
artist that uses twigs, tree limbs, twine, and some rope for her
fabulous creations. While residents may consider these items as
brush, Robin sees this as using the environment’s 3Rs – Reduce,
Reuse and Recycle. One can add 3 more R’s to her creative and
original work – Repair, Re-gift, and Repeat!
Robin Ruggiero with Artistic Dragon Creation
First and foremost, this artist loves the woods. Robin’s first endeavor was creating a cabin at Allaire State Park.
However, Park Officials informed her that the building of a cabin would not be permissible. She was thankful for
their information and within this same area focused her artistic talents on the dinosaur collection that now exists
there.
The woods represent Robin’s home away from home. In her darkest days, she found peace, a contentment zone,
and solace in the woods as a soothing and healing process. She loves the isolation and quietness in the woods
and uses her time for reflection on her quality of life and the ability to deal with her emotions. To know Robin is
to genuinely like her for her candor, honesty, and integrity. Robin finds that when she is in the woods, it is a place
of comfort. The woods are close to home which gives her something to do especially when money and gas is an
issue.
Robin created the prehistoric figures of the T rex dinosaur, the Pteranodon dinosaur, the Stegosaurus dinosaur,
and the Triceratops dinosaur in addition to a butterfly. Robin received acclamations for her work by the Asbury
Park Press, Coast Star News, and CBS News that learned of this new unconventional artist.
The Wall Township Environmental Advisory Committee was impressed by her unusual creative and original talent.
Robin is the mother of four adult sons. The Environmental Advisory Committee invited Robin as its guest at one
of their virtual meetings due to the pandemic of Covid 19. Robin was a great guest and answered all our
questions from a candid perspective. At the end of her meeting with us, Chairperson Wilma Morrissey asked her
if she would be interested in doing an artistic project for our Committee. Robin was given the opportunity for
taking time to make her decision, but her input was immediate, as she indicated that she would be thrilled to do a
project for us. It would be her gift to us.

The committee did not want to put any pressure on her so the environmental committee left the decision for her
to do whatever she was comfortable in creating and indicated to her that there would be no time restrictions.
Knowing that Robin loved the woods for its isolation and serenity, the Committee offered her the site at the
Community Park Old Nature Self-Guided Trail or the Wreck Pond Nature Preserve.
If neither of these locations would suit her style of creation, the WTEAC was willing to provide additional places.
Robin chose the Nature Trail for her talented art form. As she proceeded with the project, her unhealthy knee
presented a problem. Our committee was deeply concerned about her health. However, she chose to complete
the project on and off for about ten days. Needless to say, our committee is thrilled with her creation, and Robin
is thrilled with it as well.
Robin commented, “I wanted to promote the committee’s environmental efforts, and I wanted to do it for the
Wall Township community. I have had the good fortune and opportunity of creating the dinosaurs in Wall
Township and now a dragon for the WTEAC and the Wall municipality.”
How did the artwork of the dragon come about? Robin painted a mural of a dragon at the age of fifteen which is
hanging in her room. She loved the mural. The dragon was her choice, which she felt complimented the
dinosaurs at Allaire State Park for children and adults. Hence, ‘Annabelle’ the dragon was created. She later
found out that Wall High School highlights the Knight, and she feels that, unknowingly, the Knight and the Dragon
make a good fit. Three visitors commented on her dragon using words such as amazed! wow! and awesome!
One family took a photo with the dragon in the background.
Chairwoman Wilma Morrissey stated, “This is a wonderful opportunity for residents to visit Allaire State Park to
view the dinosaurs and then visit the Wall Township’s Community Park Self-Guided Nature Trail both to enjoy
taking pictures of the dragon and also to walk the trail to learn about the history of Wall’s earlier settlers as well
as learning about the environment. There will be an announcement shortly on the dedication ceremony of the
dragon sculpture to recognize Robin’s gift to us.”
Brief History of the Dragon: “Dragons are among the most popular and enduring of the world's mythological
creatures. Dragon tales are known in many cultures, from the Americas to Europe, and from India to China. That
changed when Christianity spread across the world; dragons took on a decidedly sinister interpretation and came to
represent Satan.” Reference - https://www.livescience.com › 25559-dragons
Visit http://wallnj.com/324/Brochures for the Nature Trail and NRI Vegetation brochures. Location: The nature
trail is adjacent to the Soccer Field. The park bench signifies the entrance to the trail. However, sightseers can
view the dragon which is near the exit between stop 10 and stop 11. The WTEAC has also featured Robin
Ruggiero’s dragon in a photo album posted on the Wall Township’s Environmental Committee web site.
Now that you have met “Annabelle” the dragon, we hope to meet you enjoying the self-guided nature trail and
the dragon. Our Wall Township Environmental Advisory Committee wishes Robin our very best in all her future
endeavors.
Wall Township is a certified sustainable municipality – those of us who live and/or work in Wall Township truly
appreciate our quality of life.
Environmentally Yours,
Wilma Morrissey, Chair

